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These are the same as before, but the two remaining equations
are different.   They are
#»(Y+AY)} _ (X+AX)	.
jf{»(X+AX)j ~ (Y+AY)      v     >'
^(tn(Y+AY)   X+AX    X    (TV,
'S7T:77""vr --AXJ'Y + AY"^.
As before, we choose units such that X = Y :   and we ignore
squares and products of AX, AY and t (which is, of course,
•p\
approximately equal to ^J.1   On this basis, by an algebraic
manipulation of the same type as that worked out in Chapter
XIX, § 16, we find
X
In view of the known signs of Ec, Ej, Gc and G;, as found
previously, this — apart from a freak case — is necessarily
positive. That is, the ratio of interchange, when the price of
linen is reckoned cum-tax, is turned against the taxing country ;
though, when the price is reckoned ex-tax, it is turned in its
favour.
§ 7. Further, the net contribution, which we may call C',
made to America by Germany and represented by   ""  ^B,
t
works out at
C(1 + Ba + G,) - EA(1 + Ez + Gc) '
Apart from the freak cases, this is necessarily positive. That
is to say, the taxing country necessarily exacts some net
contribution from the other. On the assumptions set out in
Chapter XIX, § 14, the above formula reduces to
* -210Ej-180Gc-174:"
Evidently then, since Ej and GG are by nature negative, it must
be < E. Further, whereas C, the contribution under a repara-
tions levy of equal scale, is larger the larger (numerically) is
1 It is also necessary to assume that <f>' and /' are not extremely large,
t.e. that the elasticities Bj and Ec are not very small. If they are, we are not
entitled to ignore their products when they appear as multiplied by # or/'.

